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It is my honor to share this report
highlighting our efforts this year.
In 2020, Mi Familia Vota (MFV)
and Mi Familia Vota Education
Fund (MFVEF) successfully
implemented our ambitious
agenda to expand Latino civic
engagement nationally. This
report details how we increased
Latino political power by
educating, mobilizing, and
activating Latinos across ten
states. This year, we ran the
largest grassroots field operation
in the Latino community and
expanded our campaigns to four
new swing states. Our field and
digital operations were pivotal to
the historic Latino turnout, a
testament to the fact that
long-term engagement is crucial
to shaping Latino political power.

MI FAMILIA VOTA:
BUILDING LATINO POLITICAL POWER

In 2020, we focused on
advancing Latino priorities,
fighting anti-immigrant rhetoric
and policies by elevating our
community’s voice. Recognizing
that the Latino community is
often overlooked, underserved,
and underfunded as well as
susceptible to voter suppression
efforts, we invested in a
comprehensive approach.

The COVID-19 global pandemic
created unprecedented
challenges but we persevered
and partnered with other
organizations to provide
information and support to our
community, which was
disproportionately impacted by
the crisis.
Our hard work, focus, and
determination resulted in
tremendous success as evident
by the record turnout. We proved
that long-term engagement and
investment produce dividends.
We would like to extend our
gratitude to our partners, donors,
and supporters. Together, we are
creating a more inclusive
democracy that reflects the rich
diversity of our nation. With a
vision of a brighter future for
Latinos across this nation, we will
continue to build on the
momentum of this election and
take our seat at the table.
In Unity,

Héctor Sánchez Barba
Executive Director and CEO

OUR WORK:
EXPANDING LATINO CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
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Full Circle Of Engagement: Citizenship, Census,
Youth Development, Voter Education, Voter
Registration and GOTV Programs.

02

Motivate and Mobilize on Key Issues: Education,
Environment, Healthcare, Immigration, Worker’s
Rights, Voting Rights.

03

Training the next generation of Latino leaders.

Our mission to advance the voice
of the Latino community in the
political arena is the driving force
that motivates our work and
informs all aspects of our
activities. We have long embraced
a holistic approach centered on
investing long-term as critical to
expanding and transforming
Latino political engagement. To
maximize our reach, we are guided
by a framework of “8 Patas” or
pillars of community engagement,
which has secured us a position as
a trusted organization across our
footprint, where we are present
month after month, year after year.

8 Patas/Pillars of Engagement
Schools

Community
Organizations

Local Networks
of Businesses

Consulates of
Immigrant Countries

Faith
Organizations

Labor Unions

Media Outlets

Elected Officials
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OUR SUCCESSES IN
DEVELOPING LATINO POLITICAL POWER IN 2020

Programs & Campaigns
In 2020, we began the year with
a renewed vision of
transforming Latino civic
engagement. Through our
programs, we advanced a
progressive agenda reflective of
our community’s priorities. We
also developed the most
aggressive campaign to vote
out an incumbent President,
whose anti-immigrant rhetoric
and policies besieged our
community for four years.

TEN
STATES

Of the 8.6. million
Latinos who early
voted, 2.4 million
were first-time or
newly registered

LATINO ELECTORATE
16.6 million Latinos
voted in the general
election, comprising
the second large
voting bloc

Latino turnout
proved decisive in
AZ, CO, GA, NV,
MI, PA and WI

This year, we strategically
targeted states with high Latino
populations and those with
growing communities as well as
low propensity voters. Through
our community-based
approach, we targeted Latinos
across key battleground states.
Motivated young voters, many
voting for the first-time, and
Latinas, who were the backbone
of our operations and outreach,
played a significant role
demonstrating that early
investment is essential. Our
accomplishments were proof
positive of the power of
grassroots organizing.
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#BASTATRUMP CAMPAIGN

Largest Latino Grassroots & Field Operation
7.3M

VOTER CONTACTS

5.4M

PHONE CALLS

3.6M

TEXT MESSAGES

550K

DOOR KNOCKS

550K

VRS TO DATE

Our multi-million
dollar #BASTATRUMP
campaign was
dedicated to turning
out Latino voters in 10
States.
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LAWSUITS

2

Voter Contacts:
Door knocking
Phone banking
Texting
Mail & email
Literature drops
Rides to the polls

For the first time in our organization’s
history, after four years of constant
attacks and divisive policies against
our community, MFV took the historic
step of vehemently opposing Donald
Trump’s bid for a second term. Through
our 501(c)(4) infrastructure, we
launched #BastaTrump, a campaign to
forcefully stop the President’s
re-election by educating and mobilizing
Latino voters about the consequences
of a second term. We also targeted
officials on the state level, who were
closely tied to the administration and
its xenophobic policies.
Through Get Out the Vote (GOTV)
programs, we targeted around 3.5
million voters in key battleground
states. To expand awareness and drive
greater participation, we targeted low
propensity voters and focused on
mobilizing youth and women. Also, as
part of our mobilization efforts, we
implemented a persuasion campaign
aimed at Latino men. Our field
outreach included seven different voter
contacts and our digital strategies were
aimed at reaching Latino voters widely.
We also undertook a robust legal
strategy to defend voting rights.

VICTORIES

Upholding voter rights in Arizona and Texas
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#VOTAMOS CAMPAIGN

As part of our multi-faceted approach this year, we undertook a voter education campaign, #Votamos, to develop awareness on
voting rights. We concentrated on educating the community on voter registration, voting options as well as providing guidance
on voter ID requirements and polling locations. We were also on the forefront of providing accurate voting information covering
all aspects of this unprecedented election.

Robust media
and social media
investments
#BASTATRUMP
and
#VOTAMOS

Informed Latinos
on how to
register to vote
and
voting options

Partnered with

Hosted several
phone banks

Univision/
Entravision on a
National Hotline:
1-833-Votamos
(1-833-868-2667)
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#PRIORIDADES2020

In parallel to our voter education efforts, we implemented a campaign, #Prioridades2020, focused on
generating greater understanding of the Presidential and Congressional candidates as well as their
policy positions, and to keep them accountable. Hosting town halls, issue and candidate forums, we met
with several of the Presidential candidates.
To educate Latino audiences on civic engagement and underscore the critical importance of this year’s
election, we also created voter guides and disseminated digital and media messaging.
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#PRIORIDADES PRESIDENTIAL
ACCOUNTABILITY CAMPAIGN

Presidential Commitments

After the election, we launched a national
accountability campaign, #Prioridades, to
ensure that President-elect Biden keeps the
promises on Latino priorities made to Mi Familia
Vota and the Latino community during the
#Prioridades2020 townhall.

Presidential Appointments:
committed to having a record
number of Latinos in the cabinet
and administration. MFV expects 5
Latinos in the Cabinet.

Immigration Reform: vowed to send
Congress immigration reform
legislation in first 100 days.

Deportations: vowed not to deport
any immigrants, who have not
committed felonies.

Puerto Rico: pledged to have a
comprehensive plan to help Puerto
Rico.

ADVANCING OUR COMMUNITY’S AGENDA

LAWSUITS &
MISINFORMATION

LEGISLATIVE AND
ADVOCACY WORK

With the goal of combating
disenfranchisement through
misinformation and suppression,
we worked strenuously to
provide accurate and timely
information to Latino voters.

A key part of our work is the
legislative and advocacy that we
conduct on a national, state, and
local level. These activities are
essential to building political
power by engaging Latinos on
issues that matter to them. From
the local to federal level, our work
demonstrates how critical it is for
Latinos to engage in their
communities. This year, in several
of our state legislatures, we
supported paid family and medical
leave bills, combatted
anti-immigration measures, and
sought environmental protections.

We pursued legal action to
safeguard voting rights in
Arizona and Texas. MFV filed a
lawsuit against President Trump,
Attorney General Bill Barr and
other top administration officials
for misinformation,
disinformation, and other tactics
deployed to intimidate and
suppress voters, particularly
Latinos.

OUR TEAMS WERE ON
THE FRONTLINES
BATTLING VOTER
SUPPRESSION,
INTIMIDATION,
MISINFORMATION AND
DISINFORMATION.
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

A vital pipeline for empowering Latinos is our award winning and research-based youth development
programs. Having recognized that leadership development is critical to engaging young Latinos, we have
developed programs throughout our footprint to foster greater political engagement. Through our
programs, young Latinos participate in actual ongoing field campaigns and are introduced to the policy
process on the national, state, and local level. These programs provide important exposure to not only
the process but often to Latino lawmakers and officials, who serve as an inspiration in leadership
development and political engagement.
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FUNDRAISING ACCOMPLISHMENTS

01
In 2020, our organization undertook
historic fundraising efforts and had our
most successful year on record, with our
campaigns raising over $15.5 million.
With a strategic vision and multi-year
plan, we expanded our donor base to
ensure long-term organizational
stability by diversifying our revenue
streams. In an unprecedented and
challenging year, we were not only able
to meet our goals but we exceeded
previous fundraising levels and closed
the year having achieved impressive
fundraising successes.
Our accomplishments were a direct
result of the implementation of a broad
fundraising plan that included
increasing the organization’s profile,
reach, as well as strategic partnerships.
Our development team played a pivotal
role in developing and nurturing donor
relationships while state directors
played a crucial role in their states.

02

03

04

05

#BastaTrump campaign elevated the visibility
of our work

Raised $15.5 Million

Grew our donor base to 90 c3 institutional
funders, 30 c4 institutional funders and more
than 2,500 individual contributors

Diversified our portfolio of donors including
increasing donations from civic engagement
coordinating tables, labor, corporations,
progressive organizations, and individuals

Diversification of funders:
600% growth in number of institutional donors
500% growth in individual giving
40% growth in donor sector diversification

FUNDRAISING ACCOMPLISHMENTS

FOUNDATIONS

TABLES, DONOR, COLLABORATIVES &
PROGRESSIVE ORGANIZATIONS
GOVERNMENT
FUNDING

MI FAMILIA
VOTA
EDUCATION
FUND C3
2020

CORPORATIONS

INDIVIDUAL
DONORS INCLUDING
BOARD & ADVISORY
COUNCILS

ORGANIZED
LABOR

Foundations

$2,750,000

Tables, donor collaboratives & progressive organizations

$3,937,000

Corporations

$775,000

Organized Labor

$50,000

Individual donors including Board and Advisory Councils

$250,000

Government Funding

$355,000

TOTAL

$8,117,000

FUNDRAISING ACCOMPLISHMENTS

FOUNDATIONS

INDIVIDUAL
DONORS INCLUDING
BOARD & ADVISORY
COUNCILS
ORGANIZED
LABOR

TABLES, DONOR, COLLABORATIVES &
PROGRESSIVE ORGANIZATIONS

MI FAMILIA
VOTA C4
2020

CORPORATIONS

Foundations

$1,200,000

Tables, donor collaboratives & progressive organizations

$5,400,000

Corporations

$115,000

Organized labor

$385,000

Individual donors including Board and Advisory Councils

$335,000

TOTAL

$7,435,000

EXPANDING OUR STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

Mi Familia Vota’s success has always been rooted in its partnership with allied organizations. MFV actively participates on a national
level with its national counterparts to support common platforms and policies. Since our founding, we have had a close alliance with
labor and we strengthened our collaboration this year. During this election year, we undertook a number of strategic alliances with the
goal of expanding our community’s political power.

National Latino Organizations
League of
NHLA

UNIDOSUS

LCLAA

LATINO VICTORY

LULAC

VOTO LATINO

MALDEF

HISPANIC FEDERATION

NALEO

Research Partners

AFL-CIO

Women Voters

Environmental

Common Cause

Defense Fund

NAACP

EarthJustice

AFT

Alliance for

America’s Voice

IUPAT

Justice

National Work

UFCW

Free Speech For

and Family

People

Coalition

NEA

When We All

Lincoln Project

Support from
organized labor in
all of our states

Vote

SEIU

EQUIS Labs
Latino Decisions
University of Houston, Graduate School of Social Work
Rice University, Center for Civic Leadership

VOTING
RIGHTS

ISSUE

ADVOCACY

LABOR

COLLABORATIONS

MEDIA: AMPLIFYING OUR VOICE

In 2020, based on the strength of our work, MFV garnered significant media exposure and had incredible success in promoting our
message widely. Our initiatives, particularly in the field, were featured in leading print publications such as the New York Times and
Washington Post. Members of our team were frequently on broadcast TV and radio highlighting our programs and campaigns. We also
actively utilized our social media platforms to extend the reach of our activities.
Our culturally-competent media messaging resonated with Latinas and young voters. We also ran ads and other tailored messaging
aimed at motivating Latino men. Additionally, we leveraged our long standing partnerships with Spanish speaking media, local and
national outlets, to reach Latinos on the census and election. As a result, our customized messaging, both in print and via broadcast
media, played a significant role in advancing our work this year.

Cumulatively
Millions of
dollars in
earned media

Reached over
370M people
with earned
media

Leading up to
election:
• 3 pieces of
earned media
a day in
October
• 2 pieces of
earned media
a day in
November
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MEDIA: AMPLIFYING OUR VOICE

PRINT

TELEVISION

SPANISH
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MEDIA: AMPLIFYING OUR VOICE
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MEDIA: AMPLIFYING OUR VOICE

MESSAGING
COVID, CENSUS,
#BASTATRUMP

CAMPAIGN
$2.5M on digital,
Spanish language
TV & radio ADs in 10
States

AZ, CA, CO, FL,
NV, TX, MI, PA,
GA and WI

19M social media
impressions on FB,
YouTube, Pandora,
Twitter, Verizon

VIDEOS
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AMPLIFYING OUR MESSAGE
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*Some of these images were taken pre COVID-19
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OUR STATE WORK
Our state operations, comprising of field and digital strategies, are integral to building
Latino political power nationwide. Through a community based approach, our teams
execute our work annually in six states: Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Nevada, and
Texas.
In 2020, we mobilized Latino voters through our census, citizenship, youth development,
legislative, advocacy, voter registration, and voter education programs. We also developed
groundbreaking Get out the Vote (GOTV) and voter education strategies designed to
turnout Latinos. Expanding our initiatives to include Michigan, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and
Georgia, our teams implemented the most extensive grassroots voter engagement programs
across ten states. As a result, we made 7.3 million direct voter contacts and successfully
engaged Latinos in key battleground states as evident by the record turnout.
Our teams also battled some of the most advanced voter misinformation and voter intimidation
campaigns through lawsuits to uphold voting rights. The following section provides a
comprehensive overview of each state’s work to uplift Latino voices and activate political power.

Voter
Education

LATINO
ELECTORATE IN STATE
2.2 MILLION LATINOS

31%
OF POPULATION

LATINOS ARE

24%

OF ELIGIBLE VOTER POPULATION

Arizona, where we have our
headquarters, is a model of
how sustained engagement
leads to expanding Latino civic
participation. In 2020, our team
triumphantly realized the
efforts of over 20 years of
dedication to building Latino
political power across the state.
Propelled by anti-immigration
policies such as SB 1070 in
2010, MFV invested in
expanding civic engagement
through census activities,
citizenship, policy advocacy,
legislative organizing, voter
education, and voter
registration. This dynamic
approach has developed an
important vehicle for engaging
Latinos in Arizona to seek
better policies and proportional
political representation.
In 2020, our work focused on
engaging Latinos on the
importance of census
participation and expanding
the electorate through
citizenship and voter
registration programs. Our

citizenship programs paved the
way for successful voter
registration efforts. Our
advocacy centered on critical
issues such as immigration
protection, environmental and
economic justice including paid
family leave. Through our youth
development program, we have
recruited and cultivated
leadership among young
students from high schools,
universities, and community
colleges. This program is a
critical pipeline to encouraging
young Latinos to become
agents of change in the
community.
With our community’s future at
stake, we were tremendously
successful in securing a victory
against politicians, who are
anti-immigrant and oppose
policies that align with Latino
priorities. In 2021, we will
continue to organize and
mobilize on issues such as
redistricting to keep advancing
the hard-earned progress that
we have made.
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LARGEST LATINO
GRASSROOTS
FIELD OPERATION

500

TEAM
MEMBERS
AND 1000
VOLUNTEERS

PROTECTED
VOTING
RIGHTS BY
LEADING
A LAWSUIT IN
COLLABORATION
WITH ARIZONA
COALITION FOR
CHANGE
EXTENDED THE VOTER
REGISTRATION
DEADLINE WHICH LED
TO 35,000
ADDITIONAL REGISTRANTS

ARIZONA

27 Total Census
Facebook Posts
4 Census FB Lives

300K Doors
Knocks

48k Engagements
(likes/shares/views)

3.6M Calls

161 Events

600K Texts

11 Presentations

50,793
Mailers

1641 Commitments
Cards

100K Voter
Registrations
to Date

692 Online Pledges
Cards
1k Texts

4M Digital
Impressions

282 Students
Engaged
Proposition 207:
legalizing
marijuana and
allowing for the
expungement of
records
Proposition 208:
providing almost
a billion dollars
for education
funding

2020

106 College
Students Engaged
20 High Schools
Participated
39 Students
Participated in the
National Youth
Summit
6 Colleges
Participated

1477 Calls

CENSUS

46 High School
Students Engaged

POLICY
WINS

YOUTH

DEVELOPMENT
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LATINO
ELECTORATE IN STATE
15.5 MILLION LATINOS

39%

OF POPULATION
7.9 MILLION LATINO ELIGIBLE VOTERS
LATINOS ARE

30.5%

OF ELIGIBLE VOTER POPULATION

This year, in California, where
our organization began as a
movement in 1994 to oppose
the anti-immigrant
Proposition 187, we
successfully continued our
long-standing work in the
community to expand Latino
civic engagement and elevate
Latino voices in the political
arena. Operating directly in
Fresno, Modesto, and
Riverside, MFV’s influence
extends over approximately 8
counties in the state.
Leveraging our role, we
advanced our legislative
agenda by focusing on several
ballot initiatives such as
co-sponsoring ACA 6/AB
646. This bill with an
important provision that
allows people on parole to
register to vote evolved into
Proposition 17 and passed in
the legislature.
When the pandemic took
hold, our team responded and
in partnership with other
organizations, provided vital

COVID-19 relief through food
drives and PPE distribution in
the community. We also
delivered direct financial
assistance to immigrant
families impacted by the crisis.
We contacted 3,000 people
by phone on disaster
preparedness and COVID-19
information. We focused on
youth leadership development
through our year-round
program and three-day youth
advocacy summit, which
provided exposure to issues of
environmental and immigrant
justice, census, healthcare,
among other important topics.
Looking ahead, we will build
upon our youth leadership
development program, focus
on legislative issues such as
redistricting, implementation
of Prop. 17, strengthen paid
family leave, economic and
environmental justice,
healthcare, and also campaign
to establish an office for
immigrant affairs within the
City of Fresno.

CALIFORNIA
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CALIFORNIA
ACCOUNTS FOR
ROUGHLY A
QUARTER OF THE
NATION’S LATINO
ELECTORATE

OUR OUTREACH
TOUCHED CLOSE TO
700,000 LATINOS
THROUGH:
• CENSUS, PRIMARY AND
GENERAL ELECTION
ENGAGEMENT
• CONTACTING
COMMUNITY MEMBERS
VIA DOOR-TO-DOOR
CANVASSING, PHONE
BANKING, AND TEXTING.

CALIFORNIA

214 Census Events
1,320 Youth
Volunteer Hours
14,748 Census
Pledges
3 Candidate Forums
14 Facebook Lives
42 Legislative Visits

PROGRAMS
2020

20K Doors
Knocks
242,659
Calls
429,474
Texts
55K Voter
Registrations
to Date

ACA 6/AB 646
(Proposition 17):
to remove the
parole provision
passes
AB 1276 - CA
redistricting bill
passes

POLICY
WINS

29

Colorado, with the
seventh-largest Latino
population in the nation, is a
vital part of our national vision
to expand the Latino electorate
nationwide. With our team in
Denver, we concentrated on
the city and the surrounding
metro area of Aurora to target
a growing Latino community. In
2020, our program focus was
on youth development,
citizenship, census, voter
registration, and voter
mobilization.

LATINO
ELECTORATE IN STATE
1.2 MILLION LATINOS

21.5%
OF POPULATION

LATINOS ARE

15%

OF ELIGIBLE VOTER POPULATION

Before the pandemic, our team
developed a robust youth
development initiative that
enrolled 60 students for Latino
Advocacy Day, an event in
which we trained Latino
students from Abraham
Lincoln High School, one of the
largest Latino high schools in
Denver. The youth program
had the largest participation of
high school students to date.
A main part of our work this
year was the citizenship
program which is critical to
expanding the Latino
electorate in state. Working
closely with applicants and
aided by attorneys, we have
helped Latinos prepare their
applications and guided them

through the naturalization
process. Up until 2020, we had
supported approximately 500
people with their N-400
applications and provided
guidance on citizenship for
more than 3000 people. Over
the last several years, our
citizenship program has been
an important mechanism for
engaging Latinos. We also
promoted the census reaching
hard to count constituents in
Denver and Aurora.
While maintaining COVID-19
safety precautions, we were
one of the few groups in the
field contacting and mobilizing
voters during the general
election. We reached voters
with tailored messaging by
phone. With our $100K digital
and radio ad campaign, we
successfully highlighted
accountability on
environmental issues. Our
efforts contributed to the
election of officials, who align
with our community’s policy
priorities, shaping the U.S.
Senate. In 2021, we will work on
building our youth leadership
and advocacy programs to
expand our community’s voice
on key issues such as
redistricting, environmental and
economic justice.

COLORADO
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• PAID FAMILY LEAVE
• REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS
• IMMIGRATION
• ECONOMIC ISSUES
• ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

ADVOCACY:
PROMOTED KEY
ISSUES WITH
LOCAL ELECTED
OFFICIALS:

• PART OF STEERING
COMMITTEE FOR THE PAID
FAMILY & MEDICAL LEAVE
COALITION

COLORADO
Reached 15,121 hard to count constituents
5 Online Census forums
Spanish language networks strategic
engagements
• Univision
• Telemundo
•#MFVcensusChallenge

10K Doors
Knocks
300K Calls

Policy & Education work:
• Registered students to vote in 6 schools

25K Mailers

Advocacy Work:
• Turned-out 60 students for Latino
Advocacy Day at Abraham Lincoln High

60K Voter
Registrations
to Date

• 10 legislative meetings with local elected
officials

Proposition 113;
"National Popular
Vote": Passed
• Digital media to
support the YES
vote
Proposition 117;
"Paid Family and
Medical Leave"
passed
• Made 160,989 calls
to support the YES

Citizenship activities:
• 25 helped with online N-400 application
support
• 500 with N-400 applications
• 3000 given guidance on citizenship

POLICY
WINS

CENSUS
2020
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LATINO
ELECTORATE IN STATE
5.3 MILLION LATINOS

25.6%
20%
OF POPULATION

LATINOS ARE

OF ELIGIBLE VOTER POPULATION

In Florida, which has the third
largest population of eligible
Latino voters, MFV has long
been on the frontlines of
outreach to a diverse Latino
electorate predominately from
Cuba, Colombia, the
Dominican Republic, Puerto
Rico, and Venezuela. Our
tailored initiatives were
designed with an
understanding that Latinos are
not a monolith. When we took
our historic step of opposing
an incumbent President in
2020, we initiated an
innovative campaign in Florida
targeting approximately
200,000 Puerto Ricans in the
1-4 corridor.
Policy issues were a key driver
for voters in Florida including
concerns about the economy,
COVID-19, environmental
protections and immigration.
Our team’s census and
citizenship work were
important vehicles to building
civic engagement. Our
citizenship workshops,

providing invaluable guidance
including voter registration
support, have helped promote
voting as a vital civic duty.
With Puerto Ricans, we
conducted voter education
workshops on the political
process. Our youth
development initiatives were
also essential to encouraging
civic participation. Looking
ahead, we will continue to focus
on informing our community on
issues, advocating for key
policies, and helping prepare
youth leaders in order facilitate
a pipeline of future candidates.

THIRD LARGEST
POPULATION OF
ELIGIBLE VOTERS
WITH 3.3 MILLION
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GROUND BREAKING
CAMPAIGNS IN
ORANGE, SEMINOLE,
OSCEOLA AND
HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTIES

REGISTERING
OVER 100,000
TO DATE

EASING
COMMUNITY’S
ELECTION
CONCERNS:
INFORMING VOTERS
ABOUT THEIR RIGHTS,
THE PROCESS, AND
OPTIONS SUCH AS
VOTE BY MAIL, EARLY
VOTING OR
IN-PERSON.

FLORIDA

DACA/Census 2020
• 23 Census Videos
• 25 Climate Change
Videos
• 22 DACA Clinic
Applicants
FB Census videos
views:
• 4,247
2020 Voter Events in
Tampa - Kissimmee Orlando
Parties at the Polls:
• 45 events
• 3,600 Lunch

CENSUS
2020

Ride to the Polls:
• 15 Polling Places
• 45 events
• 1,180 voters

156,204
Doors Knocks

Voter Protection on
Nov 3:
• 20 polling places

407,415 Calls

Facebook Live
• 23 Events

67,365
Mailers

FB Live Views to
Date:
• 43,522

100K+ Voter
Registrations
to Date

913,391 Texts

VOTER
EDUCATION/
GOTV
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Nevada is a state in which our
work underscores the
importance of youth and
Latinas as a significant force
driving civic engagement.
Based on first-hand
experiences tackling barriers
to engagement, Latinas have
often felt marginalized.
However, they are powerful
voices influencing not only
households but impacting
communities at large. Our
operations incorporate this
valuable perspective into all
aspects of our work as is
evident by our achievements in
2020.

LATINO
ELECTORATE IN STATE
881,000 LATINOS

29%
OF POPULATION

LATINOS ARE

19.7%

OF ELIGIBLE VOTER POPULATION

A key part of our 2020
activities were voter
registration drives, including
an initiative in collaboration
with seven local grocery stores.
We took a multi-dimensional
approach to our voter
registration, voter education,
and census work. With an
understanding that 70,000
votes would make a difference,
our motivated team effectively
implemented creative
strategies engaging women
and youth. We created specific
programs targeting Latinas,
which impressively turned out
large numbers for our
mobilization events. Our team

also conducted outreach
focusing on overlooked rural
youth, motivating them
through policy issues such as
immigration.
In this election, we employed
various methods to contact
voters including door knocking,
phones, and texting. We also
strenuously fought efforts to
mislead and suppress the
Latino vote by providing
essential information.
Leveraging our media
partnerships, we delivered
culturally competent
messaging across a variety of
platforms including print,
broadcast, and digital media.
Our advocacy work on
immigration, economic,
healthcare, and education
issues provided an important
motivation to get Latinos to
the polls. We listened to our
community and heard their
concerns on education as
Nevada’s school systems are
chronically underfunded and
on immigration as the leading
state for deportations. In 2021,
we will focus on maintaining
the momentum to advance
greater representation and
empowerment, particularly for
Latinas and youth.
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IN RESPONSE TO THE
EFFECT OF THE
PANDEMIC ON
IMMIGRANT &
UNDOCUMENTED
LATINOS IN NEVADA,
WE RESPONDED BY:

PROVIDING OVER 100 FAMILIES PER
WEEK RELIEF THROUGH FOOD DRIVES,
PPE DISTRIBUTION, GROCERY
DELIVERY, AWARENESS, AND TESTING
INFORMATION IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
THE STATE TABLE.
PROVIDING CRUCIAL ASSISTANCE
THROUGH THE NATURALIZATION
PROCESS
HELPING LATINOS REGISTER TO VOTE
ONCE THEY BECOME CITIZENS
ASSISTING OVER 250 PEOPLE EVERY
YEAR, WHICH SERVES AS A CRITICAL
PATHWAY TO CIVIC PARTICIPATION

NEVADA

47,970 Doors
Knocks
833,033
Calls
1,119,617
Texts
50,947
Mailers
75K Voter
Registrations
to Date

25 Legislatives
Visits
154,975 total
census calls
Calls Canvassed:
6,828
20 partnerships
with Latino owned
businesses to
distribute
information

CENSUS

Bills:
• Criminal Justice
Reform
• Worker’s Rights
• Education
• Voting Rights
• Census
• Unemployment
Benefits (DETR
Changes)

2 Citizenship
workshops (1
Virtual)
N-400 applications
processed: 257
Number of people
assisted: 315
Lawyers recruited:
13
Volunteers
recruited: 25

LEGISLATIVE CITIZENSHIP
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Before the November 3rd
election, there was not enough
attention given to Texas. The
state with its sizable and
growing Latino electorate is
poised to become one of the
biggest battlegrounds in the
next Presidential cycle.
Through our multi-pronged
organizing and mobilizing
activities, we have been
developing a strong
foundation for Latino political
power, particularly among
young Texans. Young Texans
are actively involved in our
census, canvassing, and
GOTV work.

LATINO
ELECTORATE IN STATE
11.1 MILLION LATINOS

39%
OF POPULATION

LATINOS ARE

30%

OF ELIGIBLE VOTER POPULATION

Through our youth
development program, we are
providing young people with
unparalleled opportunities to
learn about the policy process.
We hosted MFV’s 1st National
Youth Summit, which brought
together online participants
from all our states. We were
able to educate our students
on issues like census
participation, voting rights,
and redistricting. Our program
highlighted what civic
engagement entails and what
is at stake. We also
demonstrated how to develop

and deliver messaging via
various platforms. Our youth
work has an enormous
influence instilling a sense of
agency among students and
helping shape civic leadership
within schools.
Our voter mobilization efforts
energized Latinos motivating
them to the polls, which
elevated Texas on the national
political landscape. Texas broke
early voting records, moving
from being one of weakest in
turnout to the first state to
surpass 2016 numbers. The
record turnout led by the
youth vote demonstrates that
Latinos in the state are
motivated to make their voices
heard on economic and
environmental justice,
immigration, healthcare, and
education policies. Many of the
state house races illustrate
that there is some progress in
the districts and that we are
building momentum for future
races. In 2021, our efforts will
focus on holding our politicians
accountable, and advancing
our gains and policy priorities.
We are on track to secure
Latino political power for
future generations.
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WE FOUGHT VOTER
SUPPRESSION AND
MISINFORMATION
EFFORTS BY:
TEXAS IS SECOND IN
THE NATION WITH
LATINO ELIGIBLE
VOTERS: 6 MILLION

• WORKING & LIAISING
CLOSELY WITH COUNTY
OFFICIALS AND OUR
COMMUNITY
• RESPONDING TO INQUIRIES
ABOUT ONLINE VOTER
REGISTRATION
• ASSISTING COMMUNITIES
WITH TACKLING DIGITAL
CONNECTIVITY ACROSS OUR
STATE

TEXAS

Received
Proclamation from
City of Houston for
Census outreach in
District F
Engaged via
canvassing and
phone banking over
10K in HTC areas
(unincorporated
areas of Harris and
Dallas counties)

CENSUS
2020

12,114 Doors
Knocks
134,437 Calls
500K Texts
50K Voter
Registrations
to Date

Supported creation
of Harris County
Elections
Administrator
position to
consolidate voter
registration and
election work
Passed creation of
Harris County Legal
Defense Fund &
$2M budget
through Houston
Leads

POLICY
WINS

1st National Youth
Advocacy Summit 3
day virtual event
200 Youth Trained
Advanced climate
justice policy and
environmental
policy
Youth met:
Congressional
members in DC

YOUTH

DEVELOPMENT
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EXPANSION
STATES

In the 2020 election cycle, we
expanded our operations to cover
Michigan, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin,
and Georgia. Strategically targeting
states with growing Latino
communities, our goal was to
comprehensively reach perusable
voters. Through our aggressive
#BastaTrump campaign and its
tailored messaging, we reached
women, young voters, and men in
these key states. Our efforts helped
make a difference in these states.
Having run successful campaigns in
2020, we extended our reach into the
Georgia U.S. Senate runoff.
Recognizing the importance of the
special election, we implemented a
targeted effort to reach Georgia’s
growing Latino population. Our goal
was ambitious but proved essential to
securing two critical Senate seats,
which will have a direct impact on
advancing policies that align with our
community’s priorities.

EXPANSION STATES

9,598
Calls
16,686
Mailers

87,341
Texts
16,827
Mailers

WISCONSIN

PENNSYLVANIA

24,028
Texts
17,133
Mailers

MICHIGAN
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Equipped with the knowledge
gained from our field work in key
swing states in the 2020 election,
we quickly shifted focus to the
Georgia runoff on January 5th,
2021. Our teams arrived in the
field in mid-November with a plan
to educate and mobilize Latinos
to participate in the special race.
Our objective was simple: to raise
awareness and inform Latinos
about the consequences of the
runoff election. We understood
that there was a need to educate
voters about why they had to
return to the polls.

LATINO
ELECTORATE IN STATE
1 MILLION LATINOS

10%
OF POPULATION

LATINOS ARE

5%

OF GEORGIA’S ELECTORATE

In close coordination with local
groups, we emphasized the
election’s significance and why it
was essential for Latinos to
participate in the democratic
process. We took a deep dive
approach illustrating the importance of participation in the
electoral process as counterweight to a state apparatus
designed to preserve voter suppression. By demonstrating
systemic voter suppression, we
were able to generate greater
understanding of the runoff race
and its national consequences.
We also highlighted the impact it
would have on advancing Latino
and progressive policy priorities,
including potentially immigration

reform.
Our strategy in Georgia was
based on the dynamics of the
growing Latino community in the
state, knowing that Latinos face
an anti-immigrant atmosphere
reinforced statewide by many
politicians. As a result, many feel
targeted and are reluctant to
participate in the political process.
Compounding the issue, some in
the state are mixed-status families. With this insight, we focused
on raising awareness of how
participation can lead to
change.
Our statewide work included
targeting Spanish-language
media and encouraging conversations on key policy issues for
Latino voters. Working closely
with local groups and leaders,
particularly from the African-American community, we
promoted a message of solidarity
and change. Our work was instrumental in activating and mobilizing Latinos to turnout. In a tight
race, Latino participation
increased from the general election. Once again, we were able to
demonstrate that investment in
building Latino political power is
critical and does yield significant
results.

GEORGIA

WE HAD THE
2ND LARGEST
LATINO
GRASSROOTS
FIELD
OPERATION
MULTI-LAYER
ON-THE-GROUND VOTER
APPROACH REACHED ALL
LATINO VOTERS IN
GEORGIA TWICE

KEY ISSUES FOR LATINOS IN
GEORGIA:
IMMIGRATION,
HEALTHCARE, AND
COVID-19 RESPONSE

WE HIGHLIGHTED
SYSTEMIC
DISCRIMINATION,
VOTING RIGHTS, AND
VOTER SUPPRESSION
ISSUES

GEORGIA

45k Door
Knocks
593.5k Phone
Calls

Total Video Impressions:
801,192

1M Text
Messages

Video Views:
54,899

95K
Literature
Drops

VOTER EDUCATION/

DIGITAL IMPRESSIONS

GOTV
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THE FUTURE OF LATINO POWER:
TAKING OUR SEAT AT THE TABLE

2021

State and Local
Ballot Initiatives
Redistricting

AGENDA

2022/
2024
AGENDA

Advance National
Priorities
Economy
Healthcare
Environmental justice
Immigration
Voting Rights

2022
Mid-terms: much
at stake including
Senate seats and
governorships

#Prioridades
Accountability
Campaign for
Biden Administration

2024
Another crucial
Presidential
election

Our vision in building Latino political
power came alive and our investment
yielded incredible results. Latinos
turned out in record numbers
rejecting extremism and reaffirmed
the power of sustained grassroots
outreach. Due to our full-circle of
engagement, we were instrumental in
ending the biggest threat to our
community’s future.
Over the next five years, we will
implement a multi-year strategy to
expand civic participation to make it
more reflective of this nation’s
diversity. Year over year, we plan to
remain in our communities
consistently engaging on the issues
that matter. MFV will continue to
build Latino political power to
increase participation at every level.
During the Presidential transition, we
will remain focused on advancing
Latino political power by promoting
greater representation across all levels
of government. We will push for more
Latinos to be nominated so that they
can oversee the roll back of
devastating anti-Latino policies.
Envisioning a future in which Latinos
are empowered, we will continue to
organize and mobilize as we see our
work as pivotal to securing a better
and brighter future for Latinos across
this country.

MI FAMILIA VOTA & MI FAMILIA VOTA
EDUCATION FUND BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Mi Familia Vota Education Fund (MFVEF)
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Maryland Latinos Unidos
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Efrain Escobedo, Secretary

Marcelo Gaete, President
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California Community Foundation
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Affirm, Inc.
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OUR TEAM
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OUR TEAM

Eduardo Sainz Gurrola,

Flavio Bravo,

Mary Sandy Ochoa,

Samuel T. Molina,

Yaraneth Marin Calderon,

Omar A. Madero,

Joel Bray,

Theresa L. Zamora,

Arizona State Director,
Phoenix, AZ

Arizona Political Director,
Phoenix, AZ

Democracy Collaborative Director,
Phoenix, AZ
Deputy Field Director,
Phoenix, AZ

Coordinator,
Tucson, AZ

Arizona Data Director,
Phoenix, AZ

California State Director,
Fresno, CA
Coordinator,
Modesto, CA

Janet Bernabe,
Coordinator,
Riverside, CA

Salvador Hernandez Camarena,

Colorado State Director,
Aurora, CO

Karla Chavez,
Coordinator,
Aurora, CO

Soraya Marquez,

Florida State Director,
Orlando, FL

Jeamy M. Ramirez,
Coordinator,
Kissimmee, FL

Cecia M. Martinez,

Nevada State Director,
Las Vegas, NV

Maria Itzel Nieto Orta,
Coordinator,
Las Vegas, NV

Angelica Razo,
State Director,
Houston, TX

Yhoselyn C. Andrade,
Coordinator,
Orlando, FL

Liz J. Magallanes Soto,

Wilfred Benitez-Aulet,
Coordinator,
Tampa, FL

Marla G. Lopez,

Coordinator,
Dallas, TX

Coordinator,
Houston, TX
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